Correlations between ganglioside storage degree and physiological characteristics of neuronal systems--experimental chloroquine intoxication in miniature pig.
Central nervous neuronal patterns of chloroquine-induced ganglioside storage were investigated in miniature pigs. The systematic distribution of this process was first of all characterized by largely identical reproduction of the current storage patterns of native gangliosidosis. Loss of ganglion cells, cytoarchitectonic disintegration and other degenerative changes resulting in the inborn disease were, however, completely avoided by the experimental conditions. This allowed so far unknown clear-cut and much more comprehensive identification of the intensively as well as of gradually less storing neuronal systems. In this way conspicuous correlations between storage degree and physiological quality of certain neuronal systems became apparent. All identified types of the widely dispersed group of inhibitory interneurons were distinguished by particularly extreme residual body storage. These neurons are physiologically exceptional by their permanent activity which is indispensable for normal function of the nervous system. The most instructive counterpart was documented by extreme poor storage manifestations in the large neuronal perikarya of the nucleus mesencephalicus nervi trigemini. These neurons are comparatively very rarely stressed as they mediate the sensation for pain and temperature exclusively. The mentioned and numerous further experimentally ascertained examples substantiated the conclusion that the degree of ganglioside storage in a ganglion cell type in the experimental pig model might essentially be conditioned by frequency and intensity of its neurotransmission activity. The origin of this correlation could be traced back to the participation of ganglioside in the synaptic release of transmitters. The storage process in neuronal systems of the experimental pigs might hence essentially depend on the chloroquine-conditioned impairment in lysosomal degradation of gangliosided which had been involved in the latter process.